This paper proposes novel framework for facial expressions analysis using dynamic and static information in video sequences. First, based on incremental formulation, discriminative deformable face alignment method is adapted to locate facial points to correct in-plane head rotation and break up facial region from background. Then, spatial-temporal motion local binary pattern (LBP) feature is extracted and integrated with Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram to give descriptors, which reflect static and dynamic texture information of facial expressions. Finally, a one-versus-one strategy based multiclass support vector machine (SVM) classifier is applied to classify facial expressions. Experiments on Cohn-Kanade (CK) + facial expression dataset illustrate that integrated framework outperforms methods using single descriptors. Compared with other state-of-the-art methods on CK+, MMI, and Oulu-CASIA VIS datasets, our proposed framework performs better.
Introduction
Content and intent of human communication can be clarified by facial expressions synchronizing dialogues [1, 2] . Ekman and Friesen first proposed that six basic facial statuses reflect different emotion content [3] . Basic emotions are summarized into six facial statuses including happiness, anger, sadness, disgust, surprise, and fear and are often analyzed in facial expression recognition research. Attaining automatic recognition and understanding facial emotion will promote development of various fields, such as computer technology, security technology, and medicine technology in applications, such as human-computer interaction, driver fatigue recognition, pain and depression recognition, and deception detection and stress monitoring. Owing to practical value and theoretical significance of medical and cognitive scientists, facial expression recognition became of great interest in research [4, 5] . Recently, this field made much progress because of advancements in related research subareas, such as face detection [6] , tracking and recognition [7] , and new developments in machine learning areas, such as supervised learning [8, 9] and feature extraction. However, accurate recognition of facial expressions is still a challenging problem because of its dynamic, complex, and subtle facial expression changes and different head poses [10, 11] .
Most recent facial expression recognition methods focused on means of analyzing frame of neutral expression or frame of peak phase of any of six basic expressions in video sequence (i.e., static-based facial expression recognition) [12] . Static-based method analyzes facial expressions and disregards some important dynamic expression features. Consequently, this method performs poorly in some practical applications. Dynamic-based method extracts time and motion information from image sequence of facial expressions. Movement of facial landmarks and changes in facial texture are dynamic features containing useful information 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering representing underlying emotional status. Therefore, dynamic information should be extracted from over entire video sequence during facial expression recognition.
This paper presents video-based method for facial expressions analysis using dynamic and static textures features of facial region. First, constrained local model (CLM) based on incremental formulation is used to align and track face landmark. Then, dynamic and static features are extracted and fused to enhance recognition accuracy: spatial-temporal motion LBP concatenating LBP histograms on XT and YT planes of whole video sequence to estimate changes of facial texture during the whole process and Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram in peak expression frame to represent status of facial texture when facial expression occur. Finally, classification is accomplished using multiclass SVM using one-versus-one strategy.
This paper mainly provides the following contributions: (a) integration of spatial-temporal motion LBP with Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram, (b) analysis on contributions of three LBP histograms on three orthogonal planes to accuracy of face expression recognition, and (c) spatialtemporal motion LBP facial dynamic features.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents background of facial expression recognition methods and discusses contribution of current approaches. Section 3 shows detailed description of proposed approaches. Section 4 details experiments employed for evaluation of proposed framework performance. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Background
Facial expression analysis systems are designed to classify image or video sequences into one basic emotion of six previously mentioned expressions. Facial expressions change face shape and texture (i.e., deformation of eyebrows, mouth, eyes, and skin texture) through movement of facial muscles. These variations can be extracted and adopted to classify given facial image or video sequences. Though methods for facial expression recognition may include different aspects, recent research can be divided into two main streams: facial action unit based (AU-based) techniques and content-based techniques, both of which are detailed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.
AU-Based Expression
Recognition. In AU-based approaches, Facial Action Coding System (FACS) is extensively used tool for describing facial movements [25] . FACS bridges facial expression changes and motions of facial muscles producing them. This system defines nine different AUs in upper part of the face, eighteen AUs in lower part of the face, and five AUs which belong to neither upper nor lower part of the face. Moreover, this system defines some action units, such as eleven for describing head position, nine for states of eyes, and fourteen for other actions. AUs, which are the smallest identifiable facial movements [26] , are used by many expression recognition systems [27] [28] [29] [30] .
In [31] , several approaches are compared to classify AUbased facial expressions; these approaches include principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminate analysis (LDA), independent component analysis, optical flow, and Gabor filters. Results showed that methods using local spatial features perform excellently in expression recognition. However, PCA and LDA technologies destroy capacity to discern local features.
The system mentioned in [26] tracks a series of facial feature points and extracts temporal and spatial geometric features from motions of feature points. Geometric features are less susceptible to physical changes, such as variation of illumination and differences among human faces. However, in some AUs, failure is observed in methods based on geometric features, such as AU15 (mouth pressure) and AU14 (dimple). The appearance of these AUs can change facial texture but not facial feature points.
Based on dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) for spontaneous AU intensity recognition, unified probabilistic model is proposed in [32] . The model contains two steps, that is, AU intensity observation extraction and DBN inference. Gabor feature, histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) feature, and SVM classifier-based framework are employed to extract AU intensity observation. Then, DBN is used to systematically model dependencies among AU, multi-AU intensity levels, and temporal relationships. DBN model combines with image observation to recognize AU intensity through DBN probabilistic inference. Results show that the proposed method can improve AU intensity recognition accuracy.
In [33] work, hidden Markov model (HMM) is used to model AU in time evolution process. Classification is accomplished by maximizing extracted facial features and probability of HMM. Work in [34] combines SVM with HMM to recognize AU, and recognition accuracy on each AU is higher than result yielded when using SVM for time evolution of feature. Although both methods consider time characteristics of AUs, interaction model among AUs is not built.
Content-Based Expression Recognition.
Non-AU methods are content-based and use local or global facial features to analyze expressions. Content-based techniques for facial expression include static-based method [35, 36] and dynamic-based method [16, 18, 20, 22, 37] .
In [37] , Kanade-Lucas-Tomas tracker is used to track grid points on face to obtain point displacements. These points are used to train SVM classifier. However, this method only extracts geometric features through locating and tracking points on face. In [16] , system integrating pyramid histogram of gradients on three orthogonal planes (PHOG-TOP) with optical flow is adapted to classify the emotions. Two kinds of features respectively represent movement of facial landmarks and variation of facial texture. Results show that integrated framework outperforms methods using single feature operator.
The work in [18] adopts method using texture operator called LBP instead of geometric features. Important features are selected by using boosting algorithm before training SVM classifier. In [22] , volume LBP (VLBP) and LBP histograms on three orthogonal planes (LBPTOP) are used to reveal dynamic texture of facial expressions in video sequence. Then, based on multiclass SVM using one-versus-one strategy, a classifier is applied. Experiments conducted on CohnKanade (CK) dataset demonstrate that LBPTOP outperforms former methods.
To obtain higher recognition accuracy, combined geometric and texture features are adopted. The work in [20] fuses geometric feature and Gabor feature of local facial region to enhance the facial expression recognition accuracy. Dynamic information of video sequence is extracted for features to construct parametric space with 300 dimensions. Compared with other methods, system performs excellently in expression recognition when combining geometric and texture features.
Discussion and
Contributions. AU is middle-level interpretation of facial muscle motion; such actions associate high-level semantics with low-level features of facial expressions and identify meaningful human facial movements [27] . However, drawbacks of the AU-based expression recognition include affiliation of errors to whole recognition process and chances of reduction in accuracy when middle-level classification step is added in the system. Static-based expression recognition technology only reflects expression state at specific time points. Dynamic features extracted from video sequence reveal facial expression changes and are more accurate and robust for expression recognition [16, 20, 22] .
In this paper, proposed framework focuses on contentbased and features of fusion-based facial expression recognition technique, and it identifies expression in video more accurately. Most feature extraction methods of recent work are content-based and are limited to single form of dynamic or static features, while in this paper we propose a method to recognize facial expression using the spatial-temporal motion LBP from the whole video sequence and Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram from the peak expression frame. Moreover, we first study contributions of LBP histograms from different orthogonal planes to evaluate accuracy of expression recognition and to concatenate LBP histograms on XT and YT planes to establish spatial-temporal motion LBP features based on significance of expression recognition. Thus, in this paper, framework outperforms those from previous studies while considering dynamic and static texture features of facial expressions.
Methodology
Proposed approach includes location and tracking of facial points (preprocessing), spatial-temporal motion LBP and Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram extraction (feature extraction), and expression classification. Figure 1 illustrates this method. Framework and its components are detailed in the following sections.
Preprocessing.
When image sequence is introduced to facial expression recognition systems, facial regions should be detected and cropped as preprocessing step. Real-time Viola-Jones face detector [38] , commonly used in different areas, such as face detection, recognition, and expression analysis, is adopted to crop face region coarsely in this paper. Viola-Jones face detector consists of cascade of classifiers employing Haar feature trained by AdaBoost. Haar feature is based on integral image filters, computed simply and fast at any location and scale.
To segment face regions more accurately, fiducial points should be located and tracked in video sequences. Based on incremental formulation [39] , CLM model is employed to detect and track face points in our framework. Original CLM framework is patch-based method, and faces can be represented by series of image patches cropped from location of fiducial points. Patch-expert of each point is trained by linear SVM and positive and negative patches and used as detector to update point location. Instead of dealing with updating shape model, CLM model based on incremental formulation focuses on updating function, which can map facial texture to facial shape, and constructing robust and discriminatively deformable model that outperforms stateof-the-art CLM alignment frameworks [39] .
Locations of detected points on contour of eyes are used to compute the angle between line of two inner corners and image level edge in each frame to crop the facial region from background. Angle can be rotated to horizontal axis to correct any in-plane head rotation. Points of two outer eyes corners and nose tip are used to crop and scale images into 104 × 128 rectangular region containing all local areas related to facial expressions. After preprocessing, center in horizontal direction of cropped image is x coordinate of center of two eyes, while coordinate of nose tip is found in lower third in vertical direction of cropped image.
Spatial-Temporal Motion LBP Feature.
LBP is well-known operator used to describe local texture characteristics of image and is first proposed by Ojala et al. [40] . Operator labels image pixels by thresholding × neighborhood of each pixel with value of center and considering results as binary numbers. Then, histogram of all labels in image can be adopted as texture descriptor. LBP is widely used in many aspects, such as face recognition, texture classification, texture segmentation, and facial expression recognition, because of gray scale and rotation invariance advantages.
Recently, some extended LBP operators are introduced to describe dynamic texture and outperform other texture operators. LBPTOP is spatial-temporal operator extended from LBP and is proposed in the work of [22] . As shown in Figure 2 , LBP codes are extracted from three orthogonal planes (i.e., XY, XT, and YT) of video sequences. For all pixels, statistical histograms of three different planes can be, respectively, denoted as LBP-XY, LBP-XT, and LBP -YT and are obtained and concatenated into one histogram. Histogram is calculated as follows: where is numbers of different labels produced by LBP operator in th plane ( = 0: XY, 1: XT and 2: YT) and ( , , ) represents LBP code of center pixel ( , , ) in th plane.
As shown in formula (1) and Figure 2 , dynamic texture in video sequence can be extracted by incorporating LBP histogram on XY plane (LBP-XY) reflecting information of spatial domain and LBP histograms on XT and YT planes representing spatial-temporal motion information in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
All LBPTOP components are LBP histograms extracted from three orthogonal planes and have equal contribution in facial expression recognition [22] . However, not all LBPTOP components are significant. LBP-XY includes characteristics of different subjects, resulting in difficulties in accurate expression recognition. LBP-XT and LBP-YT contain most information on spatial-temporal texture changes of facial expression. Consequently, as shown in Figure 3 , LBP-XY is abandoned, and LBP-XT and LBP-XT are merged to construct spatial-temporal motion LBP feature, which is applied in facial expression recognition in our study. In this paper, LBP code is used and includes radii three and eight neighboring points on each plane; moreover, image of each frame is equally divided into 8 × 9 rectangular subblocks with overlap ratio of 70%.
Gabor Multiorientation Fusion Histogram.
Gabor wavelet is well-known descriptor representing texture information of an image. Gabor filter can be calculated by Gaussian kernel multiplied by sinusoidal plane. Gabor feature is highly capable of describing facial textures used in different research, such as identity recognition, feature location, and facial expression recognition. However, Gabor performs weakly in characterizing global features, and feature data are redundant. Figure 4 shows extracted features based on Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram proposed in [41] ; these features are used in reducing feature dimension and improving recognition accuracy.
First, Gabor filter of five scales and eight orientations is used to transform images. The following represents multiscale and multiorientation features of pixel point ( , ) in images: where V ( ) ∈ [1, 8] is encoding value of pixel point ( , ) and ,V ( ) is Gabor features.
Here, orientation of local area is evaluated by orientation code of maximum value of Gabor features of eight orientations. Each encoding value V ( ) represents one local orientation. Finally, each expression image is transformed into five scales of images, and each scale fuses eight orientations. Fusion images are shown in Figure 5 . As can be seen from figure, fused images retain the most obvious change information of Gabor subfiltering. Therefore, Gabor fusion feature shows high discrimination for local texture changes.
Histogram can describe global features of images. However, many structural details maybe lost when histogram of entire image is directly calculated. Thus, each fusion image is divided into 8 × 8 nonoverlapping and equal rectangular subblocks. Accordingly, histogram distributions of all subblocks are calculated according to formula (4) and combined to construct Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram of whole image.
where V, ( ) is encoding value in point ( , ) of th subblock.
As obtained by coding five scales on multiple directions of Gabor feature, Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram not only inherits Gabor wavelet advantage capturing corresponding spatial frequency (scale), spatial location, and orientation selectivity but also reduces redundancy of feature data and computation complexity. 
where is spatial-temporal motion LBP histogram and is Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram. is fusion vector of and and is feature vector for final prediction. Parameter usually depends on performance of each feature. For all experiments in this paper, we set value of to 0.5 while considering experiments results shown in Tables 2 and 3. 3.5. Classifier. Many classifiers are used for facial expression recognition; these classifiers include J48 based on ID3, nearest neighbor based on fuzzy-rough sets, random forest [20] , SVM [22] , and HMM [29] . In this paper, SVM is selected 6 Mathematical Problems in Engineering in our framework because of the following properties: (1) classifier based on statistical learning theory, (2) high generalization performance, and (3) ability to deal with feature having high dimensions.
To achieve more effective classification of facial expressions, SVM classifier with RBF kernel is adapted. Given a training set of instance-label pairs ( , ), the SVM requires the solution of the following optimization problem:
where are training samples; is the number of training set; are the labels of ; is punishment coefficient that prevents overfitting; is relaxation variable; and and are the parameters of the classifier. Here training vectors are mapped into a higher dimensional space by using function ( ). SVM finds a linear separating hyperplane with the maximal margin in the higher dimensional space. ( , ) ≡ ( ) ( ) is the kernel function of SVM. The RBF kernel function is shown as follows:
where is parameter of RBF kernel. In this paper, grid-search strategy and tenfold cross validation [42] are used to select and estimate punishment coefficient and kernel parameters of SVM. SVM is binary classifier used only in two sets of feature spaces of objects. Facial expression recognition is multiclass problem. Thus, multiclassifier, which consists of binary SVM classifiers, is constructed to classify facial expressions [42] . Two strategies are commonly used: oneversus-one strategy and one-versus-all strategy. One-versusone strategy is applied in our method because of its robustness in classification and simplicity of application. In this strategy, SVM is trained for classifying any two kinds of facial expression. Thus, six expressions require training 15 binary SVM classifiers (fear versus anger, happiness versus disgust, and surprise versus sadness, among others). Final result is expression classification with highest number of votes. However, occasionally, class with most votes is not the only result. In this case, nearest neighbor classifier is applied to these classes to obtain one final result. [14] is extended from CK dataset [43] , which was built in 2000; it is available and most widely used dataset for evaluating performance of facial expression recognition systems. This dataset consists of 593 video sequences, including seven basic facial expressions performed by 123 participants. Ages of subjects range from 18 to 30 years; 35% are male; 13% are Afro-American; eightyone percent are Euro-American; and six percent are people of other race. In video sequences, image of each frame is 640 × 490 or 640 × 480 pixels. Most frames are gray images with eight-bit precision for grayscale values. Video sequences contain frames from neutral phase to peak phase of facial expressions, and video rate is 30 frames per second. In our study, 309 image sequences containing 97 subjects with six expressions (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise) are selected for our experiments. Each subject has one to six expressions. Top row of Figure 6 shows peak frames of six expressions from six subjects in CK+ dataset. Table 1 shows number of subjects for each expression class in CK+ dataset in our experiment. MMI dataset [44] is applied to evaluate performance of expression recognition methods; this dataset contains 203 video sequences, including different head poses and subtle expressions. These expression sequences were performed by 19 participants with ages ranging from 19 to 62 years. Subjects are Asian, European, and South American. Male participants account for 40% of subjects. Different from CK+ dataset, MMI dataset contains six basic facial expressions comprising neutral, onset, apex, and offset frames. In video sequences, image of each frame is 720 × 576 pixels with RGB full color. Original frames are processed into images with eight-bit precision for grayscale values for our study and extracted frames from neutral to apex phases of facial expressions.
Experiments

Facial Expression Datasets. CK+ dataset
Bottom row of Figure 6 shows peak frames of six expressions from six subjects in MMI dataset. Table 1 shows number of each expression class in MMI dataset in our experiment. As seen from Table 1 , MMI dataset includes fewer subjects than CK+ dataset. Oulu-CASIA VIS facial expression database [24] includes six basic expressions from 80 subjects between 23 to 58 years old. 26.2% of the subjects are females. All the image sequences were taken under the visible light condition. Oulu-CASIA VIS contains three subsets. All expressions in the three subsets were respectively captured in three different illumination conditions: normal, weak, and dark. The images of normal illumination condition are captured by using good normal lighting. Weak illumination means that only computer display is on and each subject sits in front of the display. Dark illumination means almost darkness. Video sequences contain frames from neutral phase to peak phase of facial expressions, and video rate is 25 frames per second. The face regions of six expressions in Oulu-CASIA VIS dataset are shown in Figure 7 (top row: normal, middle row: weak, and bottom row: dark). The resolution of the images in Oulu-CASIA VIS dataset (320 × 240) is lower than that of the images in CK+ and MMI datasets. The number of video sequences is 480 for each illumination condition. shows number of each expression class in Oulu-CASIA VIS dataset in our experiment.
Experimental Results on CK+ Dataset.
Three sets of experiments are conducted to evaluate performance of our method on CK+ dataset because head motions of subjects in CK+ dataset are smaller than that in other two datasets. Then, in this paper, performance of framework proposed is compared with seven state-of-the-art methods. Leaveone-out cross validation strategy is applied in these sets of experiments. The punishment coefficient and kernel parameters of SVM for CK+ dataset are 1,048,576 and 3.72 × 10 −9 , respectively. In first set of experiments, contributions of three LBP histograms on three planes (three components of LBPTOP) are investigated separately to determine accuracy of face recognition. Figure 8 presents recognition rates of classifying six basic expressions using LBP histograms from three individual planes (i.e., LBP-XY, LBP-XT, and LBP-YT) and their combination (i.e., LBPTOP). The figure indicates that using LBPTOP yields the highest recognition rate (94.5%); LBP-YT describes better variation in texture along vertical direction (93.5%), and lowest performance is attributed to LBP-XY containing appearance characteristics of different subjects (82.2%). Then we investigate the performance of spatialtemporal motion LBP feature which joins the LBP histograms on XT and YT planes together and compare with LBPTOP. Based on results shown in Figure 9 , recognition rates are almost similar. Furthermore, spatial-temporal motion LBP feature has higher recognition rate than LBPTOP in terms of anger and disgust. Results shown in Figures 8 and 9 mean the following: (1) variation of texture on XT and YT plane is more significant than XY plane in expression sequence; (2) compared with LBPTOP, dimension of spatial-temporal motion LBP feature is reduced by 1/3, but recognition accuracy is not decreased. Second set of experiments evaluates effectiveness of combining spatial-temporal motion LBP with Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram. Tables 2-4 show results obtained by using spatial-temporal motion LBP, Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram, and proposed framework with multiclass SVM classifier. Results include recognition rate of each expression and overall classifications accuracy. Each black digital represents number of correctly classified subjects of each expression category, and each dark and bolder digital image represents number of misclassified subjects of each expression category. Results show that when using combination of spatial-temporal motion LBP and Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram framework performs better than using individual features.
Third set of experiments compares performance between proposed methods and approach using LBPTOP [22] . Results in Table 5 show recognition rate of method using combination of spatial-temporal motion LBP with Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram (i.e., proposed framework), where figures in parentheses represent difference in accuracy in using LBPTOP and features proposed in this paper; positive figure shows better accuracy of proposed features. Based on Table 5 , proposed framework performs better in two expressions and same in others. Furthermore, overall recognition rate is slightly better when using proposed method. Therefore, method fusing spatial-temporal motion LBP with Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram outperforms LBPTOP.
In this set experiment, we compared our method with systems proposed by Eskil and Benli [13] , Lucey et al. [14] , Chew et al. [15] , Fan and Tjahjadi [16] , and Jain et al. [17] on CK+ dataset. The datasets used in these papers are the same and identical to the dataset adopted in our study. Therefore, results presented in these papers can be directly compared with our method. Methods proposed by Eskil and Benli [13] , Lucey et al. [14] , Chew et al. [15] , and Fan and Tjahjadi [16] used leave-one-subject-out cross validation method, and technology proposed by Jain et al. [17] used tenfold cross validation. Based on results shown in Table 6 , proposed framework shows average accuracy of 95.8% for all six basic facial expressions, performing better than methods developed by mentioned authors in this paragraph. [18] [19] [20] are used to perform quantitative comparisons with [15] Uni-hyperplane classification 89.4 Fan and Tjahjadi [16] PHOGTOP and optical flow 90.9 Jain et al. [17] Temporal modeling of shapes 91.9 Proposed 95.8 our framework on MMI dataset. The punishment coefficient and kernel parameters of SVM for MMI dataset are 2,097,152 and 9.31 × 10 −10 , respectively. Datasets used in these papers are identical to the dataset adapted in our study. In this experiment, proposed framework performs tenfold cross validation. Shan et al. [18] and Fang et al. [20] developed methods by conducting experiments using the same strategy we employed. Methods proposed by Wang et al. [19] performed twentyfold cross validation, and methods using active shape model [20] and active appearance model [20] performed twofold cross validation; results are shown in Table 7 . Table 7 indicates that performance of proposed method on MMI dataset is inferior to CK+ dataset because of subtler expressions, notable changes in head rotation angle, and fewer training data. However, proposed framework still performs better than the other seven state-of-the-art methods.
Experimental Results on MMI Dataset. Seven methods in
Experimental Results on Oulu-CASIA VIS Dataset.
In this section, we evaluated our framework on Oulu-CASIA VIS dataset. In these set experiments, proposed framework performs tenfold cross validation. The punishment coefficient and kernel parameters of SVM for this dataset are 1,048,507 and 9.33 × 10 −10 , respectively. First, our method is tested on three subsets of Oulu-CASIA VIS, respectively. The experimental results are shown in Figure 10 . As shown in Figure 10 , the recognition rate obtained for the normal illumination condition is highest, and the recognition rate obtained for the dark illumination condition is worst. Evidently, the facial images captured in the weak or dark illumination are often missing much useful texture information for facial expression recognition. Then, four methods in [21] [22] [23] [24] are used to perform quantitative comparisons with our framework on the subset obtained in normal illumination conditions. The experimental results are shown in Table 8 . Table 8 indicates that performance of proposed method on Oulu-CASIA VIS dataset is inferior to CK+ dataset but superior to MMI dataset. Proposed framework still outperforms the other four state-of-the-art methods.
Computational Complexity Evaluation.
In this section, computational complexity of our method is analyzed in CK+, MMI, and Oulu-CASIA VIS dataset. Processing time is approximated to be time needed for preprocessing, extracting spatial-temporal motion LBP and Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram, and classifying each image frame of video sequence. Runtime (measured using computer system clock) is estimated by using mixed-language programming based on MATLAB and C++ on an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6700 CPU at 3.40 GHz with 8 GB RAM running on Windows 10 operating system. Average processing time per image is under 280, 286, and 249 ms for CK+, MMI, and Oulu-CASIA VIS datasets, respectively. Then, we compare computational time of our method with system using LBPTOP [22] . Comparison results in Table 9 show that computational time of our method is lower than system using LBPTOP in three datasets. Results show that our method is more efficient and effective than 
Conclusion
This paper presents novel facial expression recognition framework integrating spatial-temporal motion LBP with Gabor multiorientation fusion histogram. Framework comprises preprocessing (face recognition and points location and tracking), dynamic and static feature extraction, and feature classification, outperforming seven state-of-the-art methods on CK+ dataset, seven other methods on MMI dataset, and four methods on Oulu-CASIA VIS dataset.
Expressions of disgust and happiness are easier to classify than other expressions, demonstrating better performance of proposed method. However, recognition rates are lower for fear (88.0%) and sadness (86.7%) on CK+ dataset compared with others, because most anger expressions are misclassified as sadness and vice-versa. A lamination of proposed method is that the occlusions, head rotations, and illumination can reduce accuracy of expression recognition; these phenomena will be solved in our future work. A framework integrating other useful information (pupil, head, and body movements) with the features extracted in this paper could perform better. This issue will also be studied in our future work. The proposed method cannot achieve real-time facial expression recognition. We will attempt to establish an efficient dimensionality reduction method to reduce the computational complexity of our framework in the future. Furthermore, proposed system will be improved and applied in study of human drowsiness expression analysis in our further work.
